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Abstract
Sequencealignmentwithoutthe specification of gap
penalties or a scoringmatrixis attained byusing
Bayesianinferenceand a recursive algorithm.This procedure’srecursivealgorithmsumsoverall possible
alignmentson the forwardstep to obtain normalizing
constantsessential to Bayesianinferences, and samples
fromthe exact posterior distribution on the backward
step. Sincebothterminal andinterveningunrelated
subsequenceswill often be excludedfroman alignment,
the resulting alignmentsmaybe seen as extensionsof
local alignments.Analignment’ssignificanceis assessed using the Bayesianevidence.A shuffling simulation showsthat Bayesianevidenceagainst the null hypothesistends to be a conservativemeasureof significancecompared
to classical p-values. Anapplication to
proteins from the GTPasesuperfamilyshowsthat the
posteriordistribution of the number
of gapsis often fiat
andthat the posterior dislributionof the evolutionary
distanceis often flat and sometimes
bimodal.Analignment of 1GIAwith 1ETUshowsgood correspondence
witha structural alignment.

Introduction
The alignment of biopolymer sequences has played a
critical role in the identification of related genesand
proteins and in the prediction of protein slructure and
function. Manyefficient algorithms for the alignment of
pairs of sequences have been developed. Global alignmentalgorithms fred the best alignment of the entire
lengths of a pair of sequences (Needlemanand Wunsch
1970). However,it is often the case that the two
biopolymers only share a commonsubstructure. For example when a domain has been added to the end of one
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protein and is not present in the other one it should be
ignored in the alignment. Accordingly, the development
of local alignment algorithms which identify and align the
best commonsubsequences was an important advance
(Smith and Waterman1981). In distantly related proteins
the only traces of sequence conservation maybe in disjoint segmentsof proteins that are involved in the binding
of ligands. Subsequencesbetweenthese conserved segments maybe completely unrelated. Thus, algorithms
which extend the concept of local alignment to simultaneously identify multiple disjoint locally conservedsegments are needed.
A serious limitation of most current alignment algorithms is their needfor the specification of gap penalty
and scoring matrix parameters. This input process is neither intuitive nor rigorous, but often strongly influences
the alignment. The appropriate scoring matrix depends on
the distance betweena pair of sequences, which is often
unknown.Several earlier works have addressed the issue
of using multiple scoring matrices (Schwartz and Dayhoff
1978) (Collins, Coulson, and Lyall 1988). Morerecently,
Altschul developedan information theoretic approach to
the selection of scoring man’ices (Altschul 1991), and
alignmentscoring systemsensitive at all evolutionary
distances (Altschul 1993). Methods for improving DNA
alignment using application specific scoring matrices
have been described (States, Harris, and Hunter 1993).
Bayesian modelfor measuring evolutionary distance using optimal un-gaped DNAalignments have been presented by Agarwaland States (1996). Similarly, several
works have addressed the choice of gap penalty parameters (Waterman,Eggert, and Lander 1992) (Pearson
1995). For DNAsequence comparisons, systematic search
procedures for finding the best gap penalty parameters
have been developed (Waterman, Eggert, and Lander
1992) (Waterman1994). Statistical approachesto
quence alignment which find the optimal gap and mismatch penalties for DNAalignments using iterative algorithms have been developed (Thome, Kishino, and

Felsenstein 1991) (Thome,Kish/no, and Felsenstein
1992) (Allison, Wallace, and Yee I992). However,
large size of the scoring matrices makesthese approaches
difficult for protein sequencealignment. Practical and
statistically rigorous methodswhich simultaneously address gaping and the selection of scoring matrices for
protein sequencesrequire further investigation.
Amongthe approaches taken to address gaping in
pairwise alignments, the algorithm by Sankoff (1972)
of particular interest here. This algorithm by-passesthe
need to specify gap penalties through the use of constrained optimization. Specifically, it finds the optimal
alignment subject to the constraint that there are no more
than k aligned blocks (or, equivalently, k-1 internal gaps).
It has the addedfeature that those portions of the sequences that are not included in the aligned blocks are
completely ignored, thus extending the concept of local
alignment discussed above. However,it does so at the
price of an even more vexing problem: the requirement
for the specification of k. Furthermore,like other alignmentalgorithmsit requires the specification of a scoring
matrix. As we show below, Bayesian inference methods
provide the meansto overcomeboth of these limitations.
Bayesianstatistics start with the specification of a joint
distribution of all the quantities, both observedand unobserved, involved in the problemto be analyzed. Then
basic probability rules are used to derive posterior distributions of the unknown
quantities of interest. Final inferential statements are maderigorously based on these posterior distributions i.e., the conditional distribution of the
variable(s) of interest given the observeddata (Box1980)
(Gelmanet al. 1995). However,a major difficulty for
virtually all Bayesian analyses is computationalcomplexity. While it is often easy to write downexpressions for
posterior distributions up to a normalizingconstant, it is
frequen’,ly infeasible to computeuseful numerical summades for the quantities of interest or normalizingconstants,
since they typically involve complicated high-dimensional
integrations or summations.
Here we show how the pairwise alignment problem
can be formulated as a Bayesian inference problem. In
the Methodsection, we developed a Bayesian model to
overcomethe two major limitations of the Sankoff algorithm: the determination of the numberof gaps and selection of a scoring matrix. Whenthe series of scoring matrices are indexed by a distance measure, eg. the number
of point accepted mutations, the completeposterior distribution of the distance is produced.Furthermore, the "evidence" against the null the Bayesiananalog of the classi-

cal p-value is calculated exactly. Wepresent a modification of the optimal alignment algorithm of Sankoff
(1972), to computethe large sumover all possible align2ments
).
with a time complexity of O(kN
In the Results section, we examinethe behavior of
Bayesian evidence in randomly shuffled sequences. We
also illustrate this methodwith applications to sequences
in the GTPasessuperfamily, giving posterior distributions
of distances gaping, and the alignment. Weshow that
this alignmentcorrespondswell to a structural alignment.
Method
Webegin by posing the alignment problem in terms of a
joint distribution of the sequencesof residues in a pair of
biopolymers. Consider a pair of sequences
R t,~ ={~-I..R~I~}and R c2~ _~
--’zca~...~
"’a -,ta~the alignment problem may be chmacterized by the following joint
dis~bution,

log ,(R ,R] ,0, $, z)
(I),

OR~*’+ O.n.~"’+ /~.a~.ff’R~"

where 0~ is the log marginal probability of observing
each residue type Rj; *R~, a, is a matrix of the logarithms of residue interactions, ie. an alignmentscore matrix, such as PAMor BLOSUM
matrices; I~.j is equal
to one or zero and ~ I,./:l

and ~ Ix,j,:l.
.J

In this

formulation the alignment is characterized by the matrix
I of missing values which specify which residue pairs
align. Wewill assumein the remainder that the composition of both sequencesare such that the first two terms
on the right hand side of equation (1) can be dropped.
The assumptionof collinearity requires that if
I~,j= I, then
l~+a,j-a = Ii-A.J+6 = 0

(2),

where for all ~, 8 > 0. With this assumption, an
alignment is composedof aligned segments (or blocks)
both sequences interspersed with gaps. An aligned segmentof length m, as determinedby three indices i, j, and
m, satisfies Ii.j = O, I.t.,-m-,-Z,J+m-,-Z= O, and
I~+i,~+ I = 1

for 1 = 1,2 ..... m

(3).
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If no additional constraints are given, optimal alignments
yield biologically unrealistic solutions whichcontain
manyshort aligned segments with far too manygaps. The
most popular alignment algorithms (Needlemanand
Wunsch1970) (Smith and Waterman1981) address this
difficulty by adding a gap penalty term to the model
given in equation(I). Here we take the alternative path
first described by Sankoff (1972) and seek the alignments
with at most(k-l) internal gaps.
Inferences on the numberof gaps and on the scoring
matrices can be madeby examiningthe posterior distributions:
P(klR (X) ,R (2)) =

equal, formally P(k=0) =0.5 and P(k>0) ---0.5.
thermore, if the two sequencesare related, all possible
numbersof matchingblocksare equally likely,
.&
P(K=kl K> O) = --~, where K is the maximumnumber
of blocks. As there are only a limited numberof common
motifs in distantly related sequences,by default we set
L
K--min{-~,20},
where L isthelength of the shorter sequence.
In Bayesianstatistics, the "evidence"for alternative
hypotheses is obtained by examiningthe posterior probabilities of the alternatives. Herethe evidencethat the two
sequencesare related is obtained as follows:
SUPptm{P(K>01R
(i),R t2)

(6).

where the supremum
is taken over all prior distributions
on K such that half the massis on the null, ie.
P (K = 0) = o = 0.5. This te st ca n beex- tended to
the database search frameworkby setting no to a large
enoughvalue to reflect the a priori chancethat the query
sequence is similar to a sequence taken at randomfrom
the database.

and
P(~IR(i),R (2))

Algorithms

,Rta) II,k,~)P(Ilk)P(k)

ca) I Z, k, *) PtZl k) P(k)
~]~P(RC~),R
(s),

where we assume ~ and I are independent a priori.
Here, ~ takes values on a finite set of scoring matrices,
eg. the PAMor BLOSUM
series of matrices.
Without any a priori information, we assume all the
possible score matricesare equally likely, i.e.,
P(¢t) = 1/N¢ where N, is the number of scoring matrices in the series. Wefurther assumethat all alignments
with k segmentsare equally likely, i.e.,
1 where ~r tk~ is the number of coninear
P(Ilk) _ ~rtk
-x,J
)
-’I,J
alignments
withk orfewerblocks.
If there
arenoblocks
then,
Ix,j = 0, i=I,2 ....

l;j=l,2 ....J.

Weassumethat a priori the probability that two sequences are related (there are somematching blocks)
not related (null model: zero matching segments) are
360
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An algorithm for completing the sums in equations (4-6)
is outlined in the first subsection. The secondsubsection
briefly describes an algorithm for obtaining samples from
the exact posterior distribution of I. Zhu, Liu and Lawrence (1997) give a more complete description of these
and related algorithms.
Completing the Sums
Sumsover the small numberof blocks, K, and the small
numberof scoring matrices in a series, ,, can be completed by direct enumeration. Here we describe a recursire algorithm for completing sums over the large number
of alignments. To complete this sum the algorithm below
recursively builds a series of partial sumsconsidering one
residue or matchedpair of residues at a time. Accordingly, at each iteration of this recttrsion the partial sum,
say up to residue i in sequence1 and residue j in sequence 2 with no more than t blocks, contains three components. These componentscorrespond to the following
steps: 1) a match of residue i, j denoted by ,,, yields

the partial sumPC(i,J’e). 2) an insertion in sequence
(deletion in sequence 2), denoted by I , yield the partial
sum PDt~).
l,j , and 3) an insertion in sequence 2 (deletions
in sequence 1), denoted by -., yields the partial sum
PR~t~. To avoid multiple counting of gaps, we impose
the rule that a -, movecan not be followed by 1. We
complete the desired sumsrecursively, with initial values
PCt°}-0,
PD i,J
lo) =0 and (°)
PR ioJ=i fori,~0andj*0;
i,JPC(e}-0
and PR~(~=0;PCCt3=0,
pDtel=O
I,o- ’ PD(el=I
I,o
o,J
o,J
andPR ce)
0,J =1as follows:
1) A matchextends a block, or starts a new block after
an insertion in either sequences,
pc(~}= [pc(t)
+ pD(e-x}+ p;~(e-l)
~,~
i-1,.~-x .i-1,=l-x~°’i-I,=I-~"

exp(~JC’,"j’2’)

(7)

2)An insertion
insequence
2 canfollow
anyprevious
moveand starts no new blocks,

to focus on the single best alignmenLHowever,this
modeof the posterior dislribution will reasonably characterize the space only whenit dominatesall other alignments. Whenthe sequences are subtly related or when
favorable alignments contain manygaps, the optimal
alignment describes only a very small fraction, in terms
of probability, of the complete alignment space. An algorithm for exactly computingthe posterior marginal alignment probability is given by Zhu, Liu, and Lawrence
(1997). The joint posterior distribution can be approximated to any desired degree of accuracy with a sufficient
sample from its posterior distribution. Samplesfrom the
posterior alignmentdistribution P(I I R el},R (a})are
drawn through "backward"sampling in the following
manner. Firstly, we draw a scoring matrix from
P(~ IR tx) R t2~ ). Then we sample the total number
allowed gaps, k, from P(klR (11 ,R ta), ~I1. Finally, the
alignment is drawnrecursively as follows: starting from
(I, J), there are three choices, ~, I and ~, which relate
to forward step choices ~, 1 and ,,, respectively..Now
draw a sample of these from the following posterior probPRx,,,
(k)
PD(~}
x,~
abilities
PR (k} + PD (k) +p~(k) (J{} + PD(k) +p~ k
() ’
X,J ---I,J----I,J ---I,J---I,J---I,J

3) Aninsertion in sequence 1 can extend an insertion in
sequence 1 or follow a matching block, but because of
the restriction to avoid multiple counting it can not follow
an insertion in sequence2,
PDre| = PC(t~ (t
+ PD

(9)

The marginal likelihood for exactly k blocks with ~/
given is
(m
{k}
P(R(x};R(a} I k,~I)= PCu’}
I.J + or}
---IoJ+ PRI,J (PC1.-11
+ PD{k-l|
I,J
I,J

{k-l})
+ PR
I,J

and

pC (k)
--T.T_,,I
pc’ (k) +PD(~) +Pc?_(x} ’ respectively. If ~ is chosen,
--I,,3"
---I,
dr- --I,

then we moveto position (Id-1); ff I is chosen, we move
to (I-1d); if ~ is chosen, we mo,)edto 0-1,J-I). As
scribed in greater detail by Zhu, Liu and Lawrence
(1997), in a similar mannerwe sample recursively from
any position (i,j), with at most t matchingblocks to reach
(1,1). The samplingprobabilities dependon the previously sampledalignment step in a mannerthat is analogous to that taken on the forward summationstage of the
algorithm.

(10)

The time complexity for completing this sum is
0 (kI,Y). Counts of the numberof alignments
with k or
less blocks can be obtained by an analogous algorithm
(Zhu, Liuand Lawrence, 1997).
Back Sampling Alignments
In the Bayesianview the posterior distribution of the
alignmentis required to characterizes the space of alignments. It is traditional in computationalmolecularbiology

Results

It is well knownthat Bayesian evidence tends to be conservative comparedto a Iraditional p-value (Casella and
Berger 1987). To examinehowconservative it tends to
be in this setting we aligned human~ Hemoglobinwith
10,000 randomshuffles of Flagellar switch protein. As
Figure 1 shows, Bayesian evidence is also conservative in
this setting. For examplea traditional p-value of .05 corresponds toa P(K = 0 IR 1*) , R(a)) = 0.170.
Zhu
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Figure 1. One minus the P-values vs. Bayesian evidence against null model. P-value is the fraction of the randomshuffle
at or above the given level of Bayesian evidence.
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PAM

P32132

EF-G

1GIA

P32889

40

0.67

1.2e-3

2.8e-3

3.5e-3

60

0.25

0.03

3.3e-3

0.01

8O

0.08

0.19

0.02

0.06

100

1.2e-3

0.10

0.07

0.09

120

2.8e-4

0.04

0.06

0.06

140

9.8e-6

0.63

0.22

0.14

160

1A.e-6

7.0e-3

0.11

0.15

180

1.8e-8

23e-3

0.04

0.04

2O0

1.6e-8

6.9e-3

0.16

0.15

220

3.2e-10

2.8e-4

0.07

0.05

240

3.2e-10

2.9e-4

0.08

0.08

260

6.0e-11

1.7e-4

0.05

0.08

Table 1. Posterior distribution of PAM
distances P(¢ I R tl), R ta~ ). R tl~ is 1ETU,R taj are P32132, EF-G,1GIA,
and P32889, which are membersof GTPasesuperfamily.

Next we present results from the alignment of E-coli
elongation factor "r (1ETU)with 4 other GTPaseswhich
were chosen to span a wide range of distance f~m
1ETU.Table 1 shows the posterior distributions of PAM
distances. For three of the sequences ~ has a bimodal
distribution. For example, in the alignment with EF-G
there are modes at PAM80and PAM140.This bimodality
arises because of the variation of the level of conservation over these sequences. There are 4 well conserved
motifs in the GTPasefamily, G1, G2, G3, and G4. The
sequences corresponding to these motifs are well conserved, but the intervening sequencesare not. Specifically
using PAM80
there are strong peaks in the posterior
alignment distribution corresponding to the G2 and G3
motifs, but not for the intea-vening sequences. Whilein
the PAM140
the alignment extends across both peaks and
includes the intervening sequences. Both of these provide
good descriptions of the alignment, but compromises
represented by PAM100and PAM120do not.
Wealso aligned the sequences using the BLOSUM

series of matrices. Table 2 showsthe distribution of
BLOSUM
distances. While there is no bimodality the
flamess of several of these distribution reflects the degree
of uncertainty about the distances betweenthese sequences. Table 3 showsthe Bayesian evidence against
the null that the sequences are un~lated and the posterior
distribution of numberof aligned blocks, K.
As Table 3 showsthere is considerable uncertainty
about the gaping in these sequences. As shownin Figure
2a, posterior distribution of the alignment of 1GIAto
1ETU,P(T I R tz}, R tad ), has four peaks. Overlapping
of peaks, such as at the aminotermini, and dips in the
modessuch as that shownin the third peak reflects the
uncertainty in the gaping for this alignment. A more conventional representation of the alignment is shownin Table 4. As shownby the structural superposition in Figure
2b, this alignmentcorrespondswell to a structural alignment. Gap penalty based alignment procedures tend not
to align these sequences well (Zhu, Liu, and Lawrence
1997).
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BLOSUM index

P32132

EF-G

1GIA

P32899

30

1.0e-8

1.3e-6

0.02

0.05

35

4.6e.-6

1.9e-4

0.04

0.07

40

5.1e-5

1.5e-3

0.09

0.08

45

5.7e-4

0.02

0.18

0.10

50

3.7e-3

0.13

0.21

0.14

62

0.01

0.25

0.21

0.21

80

0.04

0.52

0.20

0.26

100

0.94

0.08

0.05

0.09

Table 2. Posterior distribution of BLOSUM
matrices P(~ I R tl~, R t~ ). R tl~ is IETU, R (2) are P32132, EF-G,
1GIA, and P32889, which are membersof GTPasesuperfamily.

K

P32132

EF-G

1GIA

P32889

Evidence

1.0

1.0

0.95

0.91

1

1.1e-3

6.1e-5

6.2e-3

6.6e-3

2

0.01

7.1e-3

0.01

8.5e-3

3

0.01

0.07

0.02

0.01

4

0.05

0.10

0.04

0.02

5

0.10

0.12

0.06

0.02

6

0.15

0.12

0.07

0.03

7

0.15

0.12

0.08

0.04

8

0.14

0.12

0.08

0.05

9

0.12

0.10

0.08

0.06

10

0.09

0.08

0.08

0.08

11

0.07

0.06

0.08

0.09

12

0.05

0.04

0.08

0.11

13

0.03

0.03

0.08

0.11

14

0.02

0.02

0.08

0.11

15

0.01

0.01

0.08

0.11

Table 3. Posterior distribution of number of blocks P(KIRtl~ , RTM ). C1| i s I ETU, RTM are P 32132, EF-G, 1GIA,
and P32889, which are membersof GTPasesupeffamily.
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a

1.0

0.5

o
35o
o

1ETU

2O0

0

Figure 2. Alignment of 1ETUvs 1GIAobtained by Bayesian method. (a) Twodimensional histogram
P ( 2? I R tl~ R c2~ ), whichindicates that four motifs are conserved; Co) Stmc~alsuperp~tion of motifs 1,3,4 found
Bayesian method. These motifs correspond to the well characterized motifs G1, G3, and 04 of the GTPasesuperfamily,
respectively. As it is well knownthe G2motif is not conserved over the GTPasesuperfamily, motif 2 does not correspond
to the G2motif. Motif 2 is not shownbecause almost none of the coordinates for its residues in 1ETUare available.
However,from the small portion that is available it appears unlikely that motif 2 will correslxmdto the structural alignment.
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Table 4. The alignment of 1ETU(top) and 1GIA(bottom) obtained by Bayesian method. The numberof dots between
aligned residues are proportional to P(I I R Cx~,R cal ). The first, third and fourth aligned segmentcorrespondsto structural/functional motif G1, G3and G4as labeled in Fig. 2b, respectively.

Conclusion
In the applicationspresented here we have used uninformeda priori distributions for all unobservedvariables.
Accordinglythe results were obtained without a priori
knowledgeof these variables. Whenappropriate a priori
information is available it can be used to improvethe
performanceof these procedures. Further investigation of
useful prior distributions appears to be warranted. Furthermore, while only protein alignments were given, application to DNAalignments is straight forward.
The approach is most similar to that presented by
Thorneet al. (1991 and 1992) and Allison et al. (1992)
that these methods simultaneously M-dress gaping and
mismatchscoring while summingover all possible alignments. Besides the obvious difference that we employ
Bayesianrather classical statistics, our approachdiffers
from theirs in a numberof ways. While in principle their
approaches for DNAalignments can be extended to that
for proteins, such extensions appear difficult because of
the large numberof extra parameters associated with the
large scoring matrices. Anothernoteworthypoint is that
their methodsfred point estimates of penalty parameters
by using the EMalgorithm, which only guarantees local
optimality. The approach described here gives the com366
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plete posterior distribution including its global mode.Furthermore, their use of point estimates implies that uncertainty associated with these parametersis not incorporated into resulting alignment distribution. As shownby
our results that posterior distributions for penalty parameters are often flat and sometimesbimodal, this uncertainty
appears to be a very importantfactor. Lastly, their algorithms are gap penalty based methods, and thus, they do
not yield the extended local alignmentsthat appear to be
importantfor distantly related protein sequences.
The methodsfor the selection of scoring malrices by
Altschul (1993) and Agrawaland States (1996) also
similarity to our methodbut they do not simultaneously
address gaping parameters and scoring matrices. Furthermore, since both of these procedures consider only an
optimal alignment they fail to incorporate alignmentuncertainty which becomesincreasingly important as the
distance betweenthe sequences increases.
Somefeatures of this algorithm are worth summarizing. The algorithm has a time complexity of
O (/rM2) which is comparablewith other pairwise alignment algorithms. The methodcan be extended to multiple
sequence alignment through Gibbs sampling, using the
approach described by Liu and Lawrence (1995). The
posterior dislributions contain substantially moreinfonna-

tion than a point estimate as illuslrated by the flatness
and bimodality of some posteriors of PAMdistances between a pair of sequences. These distributions should
provide a useful meansto reflect uncertainty in molecular
evolution.
The GTPaseexampleillustrates another important feature of the algorithm. The algorithm will align only those
subsequences of the two biopolymers which the data indicate to be conserved. Not surprisingly here and in other
examplesthese subsequences often correspond to motifs
that form ligand binding pockets (Zhu, Liu and Lawrence,
1997). This feature has two facets. First, it improvesthe
alignment by permitting the algorithm to ignore and thus
not be confused by unrelated proportions of the sequences. Second, it points to the conserved subsequences
whichare likely to play important functional or structural
roles.
Over the last few years HMMs
and Gibbs sampling
algorithm have shownthe potential of statistically based
algorithms to contribute to the challenging problemsin
computational molecular biology. The benefits of these
earlier efforts have been primarily algorithmic. Here we
showthat the statistical inference features of Bayesian
statistics also promiseto makeimportant contributions to
computational molecular biology.
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